City of Boulder
Police Oversight Task Force Meeting Notes
9/12/2019
(Absent: Nami, Christian Gardner-Wood, Selasee Atiase)
Check in: Attendees responded to reflection question “Based on the study session with City
Council, I believe we need to . . . “
Appreciative Feedback Observations indicated overall the team felt very supported by council
and felt like there were really good questions that could be addressed in the next council study
session and recommendations. There was balance in the presentation and the team acknowledged
ways to make the next presentation even better.
Admin Update – Aimee Kane covered the following topics below





Introduction of Mark Bliley – BPOA President
Additional feedback on the presentation
Announcement of the Data Scientist in support of public safety
Special small working group session being hosted on 9/16 @ 1777 Broadway

Recommendation Development


The task force members continued their work in two groups based on the model of
oversight they are potentially supportive of recommending
-Auditor/monitor model with oversight board component
- Investigative model with review board component (Private Investigation Hybrid)

Discussion of Recommended Structure –



Each group presented each model answer the questions identified in each model and
identified strengths and weaknesses
The teams asked each other questions about each of the models and shared areas of
agreement and discussed areas of dissent

Determination of next Steps- the team agreed to continue thinking on the two selected models
with the intention of putting forward recommendations with options for council to choose as well
as pros and cons for each recommendation.
Next Meeting: Monday, September 16th – 5-7 at 1777 Broadway – small team
Michele D., Shawn Rae, Todd, Michele S?, James, CJ, John, Luis confirmed participation

Homework






Discuss the ongoing work of the task force with your individual networks and encourage
their attendance on October 10
Take time to think about both model proposals . . . what needs to be tweaked in order for
each model to work for you. Identify pros and identify the cons and bring them back on
Monday
Re-Read charter

